11. THE BEGINNING OF A HOMILY CONDEMNING A TRANSGRESSOR OF THE MONASTIC RULES
I.1.b.657 (5682, Copt. 23)

PARCHMENT. 1 leaf, 36 x 26.5 cm. The edges are broken; gaps, breaks, stains.

The text in two columns is on both sides. The beginning of a codex, because the first page has preserved the quire-mark “1”. The page opens with a very large initial, the letter Π, which is ornamented with a plaited pattern and has the height of six lines. The other initials are comparatively small. Ornamental patterns between the columns consist, on the first page, of the stylized pen-drawing of a vase full of grapes and, on the other, of a floral coronis as well as the drawing of a bunch of grapes.

DIALECT: Sahidic.
PROVENANCE: not recorded.
BIBLIOGRAPHY: Elanskaya CLT, p. 252.
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